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He did not perceive it working against him.

The Renaissance perceived the creation to be a continuous act,

re-asserting itself in every being at every moment. God, rather than

being at the end of a perfected creation, existed inside his creatures

ano developed the world within the passage of time, i. e., natural laws.

Time for the Renaissance man became more of a positive thing, as he

identified himself' with the touch strings of the universe and felt him

self capable of realizing his own uestiny. 2

The Reformers were a bit more pessimistic, asserting that God did

indeed set the universe in motion, but that time was in the distant past,

that man had fallen depriving himself of this continuous creative power

which so lighted the henaissance. This changed man's God from a creatorl

preserver to a redeemer.; Time for the Reformer had then two aspects:

a continuum of Godls threatening vengeance, and the feeling, which comes

with faith, that he is linked with eternity or timelessness. The act

of faith, then, determined eternity.

But in the seventeenth century Newton began the long series of

scientific discoveries which denied the notion than man was the center

of the creation. Rather, the creation was ruled by laws of nature, and

Newton's discoveries set the moment ot creation at a time in the distant

past. lIlancould no longer find that touchstone of nature's continuous

creation within himself; nature seemed to do quite well without him.

Obviously, this destroyed the secure order of the medieval world,

and man first experienced isolation. He began to perceive his existence

as discontinuous. He realized that the moment in which he thinks and

feels himself to exist is gone, and even as he thinks about it, it is

past and a new moment has taken its place. His own thoughts and feelings,

or his consciousness of them, rather than a divine movement towsrd a
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perfect creation, became evidence for duration. With the direction

of time ever pointing towards death and the reassuring idea of an ever-

increasing perfectness of the world replaced by scientific laws, man

could not but be apprehensive about duration end its end.

Georges Poulet announces the great discovery of the eighteenth

century to be the memory. 4 Not only the thoughts and feelings of the

present moment determine the existence in that moment of the individual,

but the sum total of his past experience is a part of that present existence.

This memory has both positive and negative aspects as I shall attempt

to show in two examples from English literature. First, the Romantics sought

to recapture a part of time by isolating a meaningful past lllOllient.

Hence we have Wordsworth's definition of poetry as aUspontaneous over-

flow of powerful feelings; it takes its origin from emotion recollected

in tranquillity •• 5

light when he said:

Of this, at least, I feel assured, that there is no such

thing as forgetting possible to the mind; a thousand accidents
may and will interpose a veil between our present conscious

ness and the secret inscriptions on the mind; accidents of

the same sort will also rend away this veil; but alike,

whether veiled or unveiled, the inscription remains forever;

just as the stars seem to withdraw before the common light

of day, whereas, in fact, we all know that it is the light which

is drawn over them as a veil ---and that they are waiting to 6
be revealed, when the obscuring daylight shall have withdrawn.

The veiled memory becomes, in the next century, the unconscious of

Freudian psychology; man as the sum total of his experience is

approached through psychoanalysis.

The Romantic was concerned, like today's existentialist, with

the thoughts, feelings, and experiences of the individual. He

sought a synthesis of his self and the natural world which would determ~d

some sort of meaning for his experience in this world, and which, like
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Shelley's mutability, for example, often resulted in frustrated failure

and negation of human values. For Shelley, mutability, constant,

inconsistent change, manifested itself as a law of the mortal world.

The flower that smiles today
'Iomorrow dies;

All that we wish to stay

Tempts and flies
What is this world's delight?

Lightening that mocks the night

Brief even as bright. 7

But Shelley didn't stop with mutability, for above the constant, incon-

sistent change, he perceived an uunseen powerfl to exist which transcended

temporality and change. This intuition saved life from meaninglessness,

according to Shelley. The~entieth century existentialist has been a

bit too skeptical for the solution of pure intiution.

We must certainly recognize, then, in the early eighteenth century,

the forerunners of what we would call our modern concept of time •. Man's

existence as an individual self, determined by his present thoughts and

sensations, his memory of past and his anticipation of future thoughts

and sensations, became the stamping ground of psychologist, philosopher,

and literary man alike. Time could not be ignored in this search for

the individual because the self existed in time and consisted of his

experience in relation to time --- past, present, and future. If time

negated the self, as its relentless march toward death equivocally

suggests, it is all the more to be reckoned with in the search for the

self.

So, without presenting a critique of Freud's psychology, it is

quite obvious that the modern man envisions time in two distincfjmani

festations. He distinguishes between the time of nature, or chronolog~,

or scientific time, whichever you prefer to term it, and the time of the

mind or psychological time. It is a common experience that the individual's
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perception of time often departs radically from clock time, renuering,

for ex~mple, one hour of tedious waiting much longer than one hour of

8
feverish work. We know that our memories do not keep time by the

clock. Our thoughts jump hither and thither, held together, not by a

chronological continuity, but by thought associations. We don't need

Freudian theory to describe to us how we remember, how our minds wander

at random and yet, paradoxically, assume a highly ordered logic once

we recognize the key thought which triggered the chain of recollected

incidents. Our daily lives reflect our automatic acceptance of both

chronological and psychological time.

we don't need Freud to tell us what happens; we do need psychology

to tell us why. ¥~dern literature, in attempting to recreate reality,

has, with much thanks due the psychologists, made extensive use of this

fact. The emphasis in modern fiction turned away from the neo-classic

author's comments about the action, the characters, and whatever else

moved him, toward the organically molded novels of Henry James in which the

author preferred to hide himself, perhaps behind one character, but,

nevertheless, to hide himself, in order to give the fictional form

itself a more dramatic urgency. 'l'hesupposition was that as the author

1'''/"-------.."
<receed~, the reader forgets his existence, the more readily recognizing

·"'---....... ...___...,,,,""'r

the work as a representation of reality. If the aim of the realistic

writers had heretofore been to present to the reader a situation in

which he would recognize the characters as moving in a genuine human

situation, would it not be even more realistic to reproduce the

consciousness, or pre-speech level of the character's mind? This would

eliminate even more expository matter.

Here, of course, we run into the much misunderstood terms~f1LJ
"stream of consciousness" and "interior monologue" together with the
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rising science of psychology which is more than slightly responsible for

their advent.

William James, the founaer of modern psychology, first coined the

phrase, "stream of consciousness," although he never did much more with

the idea, nor did he draw the inherent implications for literature.

"As we take, in fact, a general view of the wonderful stream of our

consciousne ss, what strikes us first is the different pace of its parts." 9

James' choice of the word "stream" was an apt onetand one which has stuck

in the terminology of time and the consciousness.

Henri Bergson, the French philosopher, grasped the idea of flow

in describing the time of the human consciousness. 10 He distinguished

between spatial time and pure time or duration (dur~), explaining the

former as a corruption due to trying: to think of time quantitatively.

As Hans Oastorp in The Magic Mountain puts it: "To be susceptible of

being measured, time must flow evenly, but who ever said it did that?" 11

Bergson was of the opinion that the presentation of reality could

not be done in conceptual terms. 12 fure time was a succession of moments

melting into one another rather than a spatial arrangement of moments

placed side by side and having individual identity. As an enemy of

spatial time, Bergson gave the artist a new justifrcation, that of

"suggesting" the feelings of the consciousness; "expressing" them is

impossible. Because expression of the consciousness was held by Bergson

to be impossible, he did not rate literature very high in his hierarchy

of art. He saw no communion between the mind and language, and found

words too spatial (i. e., the arrangement on the page) and, therefore, too

symbolic for a true presentation of experience. To music, as a strictly

time art, he gave this distinction. Music, because it does not depend

upon spatial existence for its expression, is the purest art form in
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Bergson's aesthetic; it is temporal and. intuitive rather than spatial

and intelligible. 1) Bergson was not the only one who recognized some

of the drawbacks of verbal expression in the rendering of the conscious

ness, and in my discussion of A Portrait of the Artist ~ ~ Young ~,

I will return to the theme of music and discuss some of the techniques

Joyce borrowed from this medium.

If Bergson can help us understand the stream, it is to Freud to

whom we must turn for an explanation of the term consciousness. Freud

distinguished between consciousness and unconsciousness, and one of his

valuable contributions to literature was the probing of the unconscious.

The unconscious is not controlled by the self-protective devices which

censor the thinking of the conscious mind, and, through its creative

instrument, the dream, it re-enacts moments in the individual's exper

ience which lie buried beneath the consciousness, hiding their true

significance behind a symbolic framework. F'reud's study o:fthe techniques

of the dream, as well as his practical climical work ( i. e., psychoanalysis),

have been adopted by writers in order to make their presentations of human

existence more nearly correct. Hence we find authors condensing. whole

series of experiences into one significant symbol, as Faulkner in The Sound

and the Fury condenses a whole network of Benjy's emotional experience

into his passion for firelight. Distortion and displacement af scenes,

used in dreams to conceal the true intent from the dreamer, are often

employed by an author in order to make the discovery of more compelling

and immediate significance. '1'heauthor is indebted to Freud for the

methods which make these distortions, condensations, and displacements

finally intelligible. He probes the consciousness, much as Freud would

when he psychoanalysed a patient, for each memory, suppressed thought,

veiled reference, etc., which might lend coherence to the obscure scene.
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He makes use of the psychological concept of the t'lJee association of

ideas in sommoning up these thoughts and memories. This consciousness

incluaes the pre-conscious (less accurately but more commonly the sub

conscious) or pre-speech level of the mind as well as its articulated thought.

This pre-speech level is principally the concern of the stream of

consciousness novelists. 14

The modern existentialist philosophers have not ignored time in

their systems of thought. While I do not intend to discuss existential

istic concepts of time in detail, I would like to make a few points

in this direction which will be of service in connecting time with modern

thought in the two novels which I purpose to discuss. I have chosen

Heidegger for this purpose as his concern for the past is similar to

Faulkner's and his thesis about death as an end to existence and temp

orality will be helpful in approaching ...:.uentinCompson's desire for

death. Heidegger seems man as passively thrown into existence where he

must discover its meaning and therefore exist of his own free will as a

man, or he may merely line up with the other things of this world and,

in essence, deny any capacity for authentic being. 15 Time is particularly

important in Heidegger's system because man is thrown into existence and

into time first, and then must make his adjustment to them. He must accept

the fact of his existence amid the flow of time. Death stands at the

other end as the comFletion of existence; only the man who accepts

death, i. e., being no more, has entered into a full realization of the

meaning of isolation, for death cuts off all worldly relations and there

is no way to esct:pe the anxiety which the human feels as he faces non

being. Acceptance of this ultimate end marks the difference, accord.ing

to Heidegger, between a llianand a thing. N~n must make the decision

to accept this end himself, and therefore, we have decision as a key
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word with Heidegger. Decision to exist in spite of the flow of time

towara death is necessary in order to exist authentically.

Instead of interpreting the past and the future as that which

has already happened and that which has not yet happened, Heidegger see.

the past as the taking upon oneself of his own guilt and the future as

the stretching forward of his potentialities for being. 16 Approaching

temporality in terms of history implie~then, taking into account the

history of the race. l\fianmust make, a a.ecision as to what part of' that

heritage he regardsAworth repeating and then he must appropriate this,

integrating it now with his hopes of future existence. It is this idea

which I intena to make use of with respect to Faulkner. So, when Heidegger's

man ties these three modes of existence together actively in the present,

he asserts his true self. Essential for this man is that man's existence

is within time and that death comes as an end of temporality and the

fulfillment of a man's existence.

I would like to mention one more thinker of the twentieth century

together with his thoughts respecting time; that person is albert Einstein.
r

Lest we be too apt to set the scientist and the artist in opposition to

one another with respect to time, I should like to quote a scientist on

this suojectl

The experiences of an individual appear to us arrangeu in a
series of events; in this series the single events which we

remember appear to be ordered according to the criterion of
'earlier" and "later. II 'I'hereexists, therefore, for the

individual, an I-time, or subjective time. This in itself
is not measurable. I can, indeed, associate numbers with

the events, in such a way that a greater number is associated
with the later event than with the earlier one. This

association I can define by means of a clock with the order

of the given series of events. \'Je understand by a clock
something which provides a series of events which can
be counted. 17

The scientist 61so distinguishes between two times, and he realizes,
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much as did Bergson, that objective time does not really exist except as

we define it for a particular series of events. Thus, the hour, the day,

and the year are methods of measuring earth time relative t.ll certtdn

physical propensities of the earth. 18 This is a starting point of an

understanding of Einstein's Relativity Theory. Indeed, he asserts that

nei ther time nor space has"'.any physical significance at all except when

specific conditions are defined.

Another scientific idea which reinforces the thoughts of the

philosophers has to do with the direction of time. 19 The Second Law

of Thermodynamics states that there is a continuous growth in entrophy.

Entrophy is the measure of randomness, and when its increase reaches a

maximum, the world will die a "heat-death." The processes of nature will

come into equilibrium and all cause8and effect will cease. Entrophy

points the direction of time in that time moves toward maximum entrophy,

or death and timelessnBss, To the philosophers, the individual should

also be able to perceive this direction of time, through his consciousness

of the flow of time towards his own death.

Against this ideological background, the so-called raaical

innovations of twentieth century fiction can seem only natural. If we

place any value at all upon literature as a means for probing the main

streams of current thought as they touch the individual existence, we

must lable as~~)any writer who prefers to ignore the implications

of the philosophical, psychological, and scientific thought of his

contemporaries.

I purpose now to investigate two twentieth century novels from a

temporal point of view and to relate the action in them to man's moaern

concept of' time. 'l'hetwo novels are James Joyce's A t-ortrait of the Artist----------
~!:. Young ~ and 'ililliamFaulkner's The Sound !E2. ~ Fury, novels which
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seem to me to aptly illustrate the plight of human beings in their struggle

to live successfully within time. I shall attempt to regard time as the

dimension of the consciousness, emphasizing first the individual time

orientations of the characters, and, secondly, the technical innovations

which accompany any departure from chronological time.
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I
The absence of a central action or climactic progression of events

in the stream of consciousness novel necessitates some kind of structure

other than the traditional plot. However, far from being impoverished by

this state of affairs, the good stream of consciousness novels display

not one, but many structuring devices. These organizing factors may be

internal, as repeated themes or motifs, or they ma, be external to the

work as Joyce imposes the story of B~oom's day upon the Homerian epic

in Ulysses. A distorted or juxtaposed order of events or a peculiar

order in which consciousness is unfolded may constitute a structuring

device. Others may be based on an analogy to another art, such as

music. No one method of organization need wholly determine any novel,

and, indeed, as many methods are conceivable as there are devices in the

consciousness of a human being which organize his thoughts and experiences.

The most obvious structuring device is simply the experience of a main

character. In Joyce's A _P_o_r_t_r_a~_·t__of_'~ _A_r_t_is_t_,Stephen's experience and

his own memory of that experience unfold, more or less chronologically,

to weave the novel together into a logical whole. 'Jhis is by no means

the principie or only device 01 structure which Joyce employs; holt/ever,

it is one v;hich lends itself to an ex,,,minationof the time structure of

20
the novel.

In terms of time, we realize that Joyce's entire narrative is

past time, that is, the experiences recorded are those past experiences of

St€phen Dedalus. After all, doesn't tile novel begin with the proverbial

fairy tale line llonce upon a timeyll 'i'hechs,racter Stephen in the novel

is, however, usually oriented toward the future. At Clongowes he anticipates

going home for the holidays; he dreams of the train ride home (256,260),

and, at least twice, we are told he keeps a number ch5rt indiccting the days
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(248, 254). Even as a young boy, Stephen is aware of death as the

end of his existence; he has already oriented himself to the direction of

time, thanks, undoubtedly, to the thorough training of the Jesuits in

matters religious. He thinks of the end of time when he says his

prayers at night (258) and when he is sick in the infirmary ~264). The

verse in his geography book seems quite appropriate to what he has been

taught:

Stephen 1edalus is my Name
Ireland is my Nation

Clongowes is my dwelling place

And heaven my expectation (255).

Lwelling place has a religious ring to it, and so, certainly, does

Clongowes, for it is Stephen's experience there which has taught him to

expect heaven after death.

Stephen spends a great deal of time and anguish anticipating

something in the future. Sitting at the dinner table on the evening

after he was unjustly paddied (299-,00), he goes over and over in his

mind exactly what he will do if he goes to see the rector and explains

the wrong done to him. He envisions the actual route he will take,

calculating down to the half minute it will take him to climb the stairs,

and weighs each detail in his mind, all the while reflecting that

although his friends have told him to do it, none of them would have

the courage. When the time comes to leave the refectory, none of thses

thoughts holds much weight for Stephen. He has to decide, he realizes,

and his d£cision is cased on another forward-looking factor in his

consciousness, the awareness of his name, and, indirectly, his destiny.

Stephen Dedalus is fascinat_d by his strange name, f~ it is like those

of great men in history. He feels that name should not be humiliated
~
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as he has been. This incident is among the first hints that Stephen

feels some special destiny awaits him.

In the first chapter, the incidents to which Stephen is always

looking forward are not terribly consequential, nor are they anything

out of the ordinary for a young boy. But Stephen is older when the

family moves to Dublin, and as he continues to apprehend some significant

future for himself, the reader recognizes what he has already seen in

Stephen's thoughts as a younger child. "Words which he did not understand

he said over and over to himself till he had learnt them by heart: and

through them he had glimpses of the real world about him. The hour when

he too would take part in the life of that world seemed drawing near

and in secret he began to make ready for the part which he felt awaited

him the nature of which he only dimly apprehended (;;08). It 'furning back

the pages, we see how Stephen's more thoughtful moments, even as a very young

boy, \-,erespent repeating sounds for the mere joy of it. SOIDe of these

words, like the "pick-pock" of the cricket bats in the playing field,

become small motifs as Stephen uses them again and again. 'i~eremember

how Stephen was thrilled when given an opportunity to listen to family

discussions; not because he understood, but because he was fascinated

with the sound of the words. v~ny of the time shifts in Stephen's

consciousness are triggered by a word which fascinates him, thus showing

his preoccupation with words in yet another way. To cite one example

of many, when someone is called a "SUCkll on the playground (250),

Stephen meditates on the word a few seconds and then proceeds to think

about the lavatory in the l'iicklowHotel which makes a sound like "suck~

when it is draining. Many times he uses word.s three or four times ':ri thin

a feu sentences, savoring them as one might an especially tasty lllorsel.

All this serves to remind us of Stephen's secret anticipations of
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a great part he will pls_y in the future --- all tiny "portraits II of

the future artist. Because Stephen is constantly aware of the immense

potentiality of' language for expression, he probes words and expressions

for exery shade of meaning. He did this ev~n as a young child: "He

kept his hands in the side of his belted grey suit. That WaS a belt

round his pocket. And belt was also to give a fellow a belt (247)."

but, inceed, it is Joyce who is fascinated with the words, and throughout

the novel, we feel his expert handling and control of the language.

An analysis of the language of Portrait, explicating all the related

words and sounds ana. following all the motifs, would. require a longer

volume than Portrait itself. For Joyce has done such a thorough job of

co-ordinating idea and language that the critic must be a superior artist

to describe the affect in less space than Joyce used to write his novel.

Stephen's feeling for expression through language as well as his

apprehension a.bout his future sets him apart as a sensi tive and intelli

gent boy. Joyce is very selective in his presentation of Stephenls

aaolescent years, as asual striving i'or the immediacy which will

enable his reader to feel with and believe in the young boy's experience.

Family troubles prevent Stephen's retu:r'nto Clongowesj the family

moves to Dublin where, away from the specializec atmosphere of a Jesuit

school, we have more opportunity really to test Stephen. During this

period, he does pretty much what he wants, and Joyce selects the incidents

with the intention of setting him in juxtaposition with what might be

expected of an ordinary youth. He has friends, and yet he seems alienated

from all except the workings of his own imagination. He and Aubrey Mills

relive adventurous pirate days, but Joyce doesn't tell us much ~bout

their games. The emphasis is upon Stephenls imagination which casts

him in the role of Monte Cristo in elaborate, day-dream adventures in to
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which he always incorporates the beautiful, alluring Mercedes.

stephen and Aubrey ride the milk wagon too, but Stephen is no

longer enthuseo. with this acti vity after visiting the filthy bar'nyard.

He much prefers the beauty and serenity of cows grazing in a distant

meadow. He is, even in an or<iinary boy's fun-time atmosphere, different

and feels himself to be so,

The noise of children at play made him. feel, even more

keenly than he had at Clongowes, that he was different from others.
He did not want to play. He wanted to meet in the real

world the unsubstantial image which his soul so constantly
beheld. He did not know where to seek it or how, but a

premonition which led him on told him that this image
would without any overt act of his, encounter him.
They would meet quietly, as if they had known each other ••••

Weakness and timidity and inexperience would fall away

from him in that magic moment ()ll).

Actually, Stephen's adolescent period is filled with "unsubstantial

images," all of which seem mysteriously bound up with his future,

alienating him from an ordinary presnet. Slowly he becomes alienated

from his family, first by the family troubles which the servants whisper

about, but which neither his father nor Uncle Charles, no matter how

loudly they might shriek at one another, would explain to him. He feels

alienated from his parents; their conversations are mirrored in his

memory as mechanical and feelingless. Joyce reproduces them also as

such, as, f~r e~ample, the discussion about sending him to Belvedere

(318-9). Stephen feels no personal concern in their decision. Then,

with a sasual "by the by," Mr. Dedalus relates the story of his encounter

with Father Dolan and how the latter had told him about Stephen's having

gone to the rector. One ce,n almost f'eel the chill run up Stephen's

spine as the father roars over the episode which had so affected the

son •. Further evidence of Stephen Is alienation comes in the passages

dealing with a trip to Oork for the auction of' his father's property
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there. "Stephen heard, but he felt no pity (3.36)11 was the only reaction

of a son to a father's dearest memories. lihen it is allover, Stephen

reflects upon his father anc. two Old cronies: "His mino seemed older

than theirs •••~e was drifting amid life like the barren shell of the

moon (.?46).1t He is drifting, unlike his father, with no real anchors

in the past; the father has no m€sningfu1 present to offer him; the future

is still a vague apprehension. His ci.riftingis unoriented to time, and he

~el. inhuman and ineffective.

When the trip is over, Stephen becomes, for a time, independently

wealthy due to a prize essay worth thirty-three pounds. He squanders

the money, and it is soon gone. He doesn't really care about money,

for "by day and by night he moveci.among tistorted images of the outer

world (349}" His isolation is complete; his relationship within the family

has deteriorated to a "mystical kinship of fosterage, foster child and

foster brother (.349)f

Stephenls relations with women, which range from almost religious

idealization to extensive sexual experimentation constitute another of)
the "unsubstantial images" which cloud his adolescent years. Mercedes,

Ellen, the 1rotestant playmate of childhood, Eileen, Emma, E. C. ---

whom he addresses verses in the manner of Lord Byron --- all, real and

unreal, seem to merge together into one of the most unsubstantial figures.
of the novel. The image of the future artist is there too. We learn

how Stephen spent his leisure time "•••in company of subversive writers

whose gibes and violence of speech set up a ferment in his brain before

they passed out into his crude writings (.326).n The weekly essay at

Belvedere, his chief labor, he always attacked with particular zeal.

His literary efforts were, however, not always appreciated, though

to

obviously he had a reputation as an able essayist. One week's •.lork
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is harshly degraded when a professor judges it to be heresy. This is

a traumatic experience for Stephen. Nor are his opinions always respected.

Heron and his friend taunt Stephen for esteeming Lord Byron and for his

estimation of Tennyson as

deep feelings to mock him

;t'/,,.-,~_ ..,,,.-- •.__._..,._,.,

a mere ~ymste~. They take advantage of his-.,<.-.,."" ...-.."

on account of Byron and on account of a girl

whom he meets. These incidents fit into a guilt motif which begins

with the "apologize, pullout his eyes" rhyme at the beginning of the

novel. This seems to be one of the main themes in Portrait, and while

it is not actually relevant to my investigation of time, it must be taken

into consideration as a factor in Stephen's alienation from his surroundings.

One of the most revealing capacities which Stephen possesses is

that of existing in two different times at once. I suppose any sensitive,

inwardly-oriented individual develops this ability to a certain extent,

but Joyce protrays it ~articularly well in Stephen Dedalus. On numer-

ous occasions, Stephan is perfectly ahD.X'Cof' the topic of conversation,

even contributes to the converse-tion, while, at the Same time, pondering

some complicated, serious, and quite unrelated theme in his mind. It

can be particularly revealing of Stephen's character and of his

relations with other people, especially when these two times are brought

together by one word or gesture. An incident just before Stephen

hears of the retreat is illustrative ('57-8). Stephen, Heron, and

others are in a~empty classroom. Stephen hears and records what the

others are saying and doing while simultaneously deeply involved in

his own guilty thoughts and fears of' condemnation according to church

doctrine. These inner thoughts are presented an an indirect interior

monologue. The duality is effectively broken when the rector enters

to announce the pending retreat. :this retreat promises to be important

in view of the banal unconcern and irreverency of the students and in
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view of Stephenls own personal preoccupations. An even more effective

example of this dual time technique is found in the scene just before

Stephen has the vision of the girl on the beacn. The boys yelling

"Stephanos" blends in well with Stephenls lofty thoughts of the creative

life and his proud destiny.

In The Sound and ~ Fury, Quentin Compson, an equally sensitive,

self-oriented character, is frequently found is the same situation. A

word or a gesture in the present remind.s him of something in the past.

Faulkner incorporates both past and present into.~uentin 's monologue

at these points. This juxtaposition of past and present is a phen-

omenon of the human mind familiar to all. Joyce and Faulkner

~
have made use of the psychological occu~nce to reveal more about

their characters.

The retreat with the long sermon on death and hell has often

been criticized as ur~ecessarily long and repetitious, of making

its point in the novel once too often. However, this extended scene

is very revealing of Joyce's technique. Throughout the novel the

effect of the stream of' consciousness techniques has been to cres.te

an atmosphere of immediacy in ,'ihiehthe reader temporarily exists

with Stephen and experiences with him. In this particular section,

he has juxtaposed past, present, and future so well that

the reader actually shares Stephenls frenzied emotion and directionless

panic. The narration is almost too convincingly present time, too

much so for Stephen and too much so for the reac.er. Like him, the

reader feels that Father Arnall hurls every challenge and its a1ter-

native directly at him. All three modes of time are present and inter-

twined. 'I'hesermon itself' is, 10gic£tlly enough, future-oriented, i. e.,

if you don't repent, ete., you will go to Hell and it Is going to be
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like this •••• And yet Stephen's own actions and attitudes, for which

he must be acle to answer, are in the past, the past which he c~,nnot,

not even in this intensely spiritual moment, change. What he must answer

for now, in order not to be doomed in the future, is already established

and unchangeable. 'l'heresult for Stephen and for the reader with him

is an acute spiritual panic along with a feeling of complete inadequacy.

As the priest speaks, it is almost as if the trumpets already blew

with the message that "time is, time was, but time shall be no more."

Stephen's spiritual terror seems to result from a frenzied fear that the

death of time will come, or has indeed already come, before he has the

opportunity to set the time scheme of his own life aright.

stephen goes hime after the first sermon, shaken to the core of

his being. on;' the way, a girl's laugh calls forth Emma's image)reminding.

him~'irst how he Id lived in sin, but then comforting him, as in his imaginationl

he forgoes the sordid orgies and. walks with her in heavenly surroundings.

God will forgive his children, he feels. The next moment, without a

time lapse at all, he finds himself in the Ohapel again. The preacher

looks at his watch before continuing the tire.de. 'l'hereappears some-

thing slightly unauthentic in his action, as if he were anxious to

keep himself well oriented within chronological time even as he would

radically jar the time orientation of his audience. Is this a sug-

gestion that the doctrine he preaches is somehow susvect? If so, he

evidently speaks well enough to convince himself too, for he leaves

visibly shaken. Perhaps this gesture is a hint on Joyce's part

respecting Stephen's ultimate oecision regarding the church. Following

the sermon, Stephen rises, actually afraid he might already have c.ied,

until Heron's complacent comm.ents a\'lakenhim to reality. "Helll HelU"

in his mind and in his ears, taken in vain by his fellow students,
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assures him that God has spared him still, thoUgh perhaps their flippancy

makes him wonder for what.

The voices of his friends remind Stephen that there is still

time to repent and be forgiven. However, before he can be forgiven,

he must go to confession, and, as we have seen before, humbling his pride

to admit a misdeed is excruiciatingly painful to think about. Yes, he

would "make up for the past: a whole life, every hour of life. Only

wait (~80)." Even this sincerely felt desire and need he can envisage

only as an event still before him. He decided he cannot possibly do

it in the college chapel, thus, legitimately, he thinks, putting it off

for awhile. But, in the next paragraph, Joyce tells us that "Time passed

(~81).u Stephen is back, again without a time lapse, in the Chapel

listening to the preacher; he is not allowed to put aside his thoughts

yet. The sermon paints with horrified anticipation the duration of

eternity for the individual forced to spend it in Hell. Example after

example of fantastic and yet pitifully inadequate earthly visualizations

of the duration of eternity represent nothing in terms of eternity's

timelessness. One of the most interesting passages in this sermon

contains a description of one saint's vision of Hell. 21 'lIt seemed

to him that he stood in the midst of a great hall, dark and silent save

for the ticking of a great clock. 'l'heticking went on increasingly;

and it seemed to this saint that the sound of the ticking was the cease-

less repetition of the words: ever, never, ever, never. Ever to be

in Hell, never to be in Heaven ••• (~88)." Having presented his case,

the preacher finishes his sermon with these words: "Come to Him poor

sinner, poor vain and erring sinner. Now is the acceptably time. Now

is the hour ()90)." For Stephen, the time is more than acceptable, and

dUB to the length and spiritually shaking nature of the sermon, the
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reader is there with him, 'now.n He repeats, not merely reads, the

prayer of contrition with Stephen.

Stephen feels that he must confess, and the narrative follows him

through Dublin streets while he fears and yet desires that which he

seeks. "He walked on and on through illit streets, fearing to stand

still for a moment lest it might seem that he held back from what

awaited him, fearing to arrive at that toward which he .till turned with

longing (;97).' He thinks of the c9nsequences in the end for a lost

soul, and keeps going. The decision to confess is paramount until,

when the actual confession comes, it seems too simple, too naive a

symbol to satisfy Stephen. The reader recognizes this, but Stephen,

it seems, does not really realize how different he is from other peop.le.

Like the Compsons', his sense of time is not ordinary. The implied

deepening of sin with the chronological time since the last confession

seems anti-climactic after Stephen's spiritual anguish and torment.

It will be difficult for Stephen to accept such an answer, for he views

time in its larger realm, the least significant part of which is earthly

chronology. But, at this point in his life, Step~en tries to embrace

an ordinary viewpoint. The confession is over quite easily, and he

emerges into one period in his life wherein he is not always consciously

forward seeking.

We hardly recognize Stephen and his ordered devotional life.

It is difficult to take him seriously, for he has always prided himself'

on being different. "Every part of his day, divided by what he regarded

now as the du~ies of'his station in life, circled about its own centre

of spiritual enery. His life seemed to have drawn near to eternity •••(405).'

Surely this is not Step~en Dedalusl And yet, in many ways, this

kind of life answers his questions about his destiny. He could, after all,
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have been destined to be an extremely devout person. As a man of God.,

he could serve and rem.ain aloof' from the ord.inary life. And yet it

does not seem right. One gets the feeling that he is seeking, in a

moment of personal inadequacy, a way to beat time and free himself from

its demands. He puzzles about his own disability to experience the

passions of love and hate, but quickly reassures himself that he could

not disbelieve Godls love. But why this curious statement? nSo entire

ana unquestionable viaS this sense of the divine meaning in all nature

granted to his soul that he could scarcely understand why it was in

any way necessary that he should continue to live (407)." In less

pious language, this sounds like, noh, let me die quickly before I

sin again!1l

ile soon catch glimpses of the old Stephen. 'Though he spllres

himself no pain in conforming to rigorous iasting and prayer routines,

humili ty is not part of his rhake-up, and he has trouble d.isciplining

himself to his supposedly ee,siest task, that 01 merginE his "life \-lith the

COt'lInOntide of other lives (409)." He still thinks for himself, occasionally

instinctively favorinr art before religious ciogma, cringing at the priest

vlho is so sure that Victor Hugo wrote poorly after turning against the

church.

dhen Stephen is askeci by the director to cons icier if he has

received a call to make the church his vocation, he is honored. Some

times it seems like the future he ha.s imagined, but this, in the end,

merely serves to break the chains 1tlhichconfine him in a meaningless

present of imaginationless routine and. order. He cannot finally give

up his freedom for a.ll time, and thouEh affirming 1his freedom to be

different means he must also affirm the possibility, indeed, probability,

that he "Iill :Ca11 ag,ain, this he is willing to do. In the moment that
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he resolves to enter the university instead of the priesthood, he asks

himself why he has turned away from the dignity of the office he had

often dreamed was his destiny. The answer appears trronping across

a wooden bridge in the form of a "squad of Ohristian brothers," fat,

pious, and identical. Stephen "drew for a phrase from his treasure

and spoke it softly to hims elf'•••(426) ," and savoring it on his tongue,

he set his mind free to hear a voice seemin~ly calling him from beyond

the world. l'hough the actual voice oelonLs to a group of friends

he reco,§)1izescollectively, he does hel'.ra voice. At long last he

has recaptured that mysteriously wonderful ability to live freely in

time. No lon[er depressed by the only preaetermined future event, his

death, he can dream again of a future forged by his own imagination.

Appropriately his friends yell at him over and over again by name.

"Now, as never before, his strange n~me seemed to him a prophecy. So

timeless seemed the grey warm air, so fluid and impersonal his own

mood, th"t all ages \'iereas one to him (429).11 Here, of course, Joyce

is employing mythological background for Stephen's name, the fabulous

artificer or symbol of the creator and Ikarus, son of Dedalus, who 1'le\'I

too near the sun. In these moments of pure freedom from time and its

finite liuitations, Stephen feels his soul accept the creator's mantle.

He is experiencing a moment out of time \.hen the girl appee.rs to him

on the shore because, in these moments, his cody is completely in the

service of his soul. Her imag.e awakens him to the possibilities for

life vii thin the soul. Creation must come out of'his human life. In

his piousness, he h~~d not lived at all, but had wished away the temp

tations of' the pr€.sent and wished himself safe over the hump, dead and

beyond time. Though at the momentof eFiphany he may sta.nd outsic.e

time, the figure of the firl, ~lhose ima: e is highly spiri tudized, but
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whose face is "touched with the wonder of mortal beauty (432)," calls

out to his soul to live. To live is to exist in time, and Stephen in

his eiclitasygreedily rasps time 's yoke, the onewhich~uentin Compson

so systematically refuses to ,'/ear.

'Ihis is really the climax of the Portrait. Vieare reauy to see

Stephen fly off immediately to forge the uncreated conscience of his

race. Joyce has succeeded in creating immediacy at this point, but

he has almost left prose behind to do so. I am referring to the hirh1y

rhythmical flow of the words. '!'hegirl on the beach is, as Levin has

noted, extremely difficult to see; the sound of the words is what

really communicates here. 22 In such a passage, Joyce's style becomes

almost musical. There is a~reat deal of singing and musical ima~ery in

Portrait, particularly in those passages which exhibit feelings difficult

to render verbally. Because music is purely a time art, he has tried

to createiuEediacy through a direct appeal to the sense of hearing rather

than require the reader to infer significance from dimensional symbols

on a page. Stephenls emotions upon entering the university actually

express themselves in music (424) 8.nd convey an emotion-loaded impact

which overwhelms him. Aesthetically, also, the theory of the immediacy

of sound. before that of printed wordS! £1ts in very well with Joyce 's

obvious rapture with the souna 01' ·words. It has even been sUf:gested

by one critic th~t the five chapters of Fortrait are arranged in sonata

form.

But Stephen must wake from his other-\.iorldly ecstasy, and he does

so wondering what time it is. 'lhe next chapter begins with his mother

pushing him to make classes on time. He is back in time's clutches,

but he has broken away from time's limitations. Fresent chronology

doesn't make a slave of him, neither does his past haunt him nor the
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not to sin. '1hefuture is also no longer a boy's dreamlike apprehension.

It is a lonelier Stephen who has elllbracedthat ~estiny he once ureamed

of, but He remember how he consciously alienated. himself. He is in

ey.uilibrium .,.{ith himseli nO"I, far from content --- he wouldn It want to

It is a lhore sophisticated Stephen 1'16 meet in the last chapter, but his

consciousness operates freely, rhythmically, as it did when he "/8.S a

child.. An encounter with the Cleanana Stephen1s evaluation of the

situation recall similar experiences from boyhood days in school.

"A smell of mol ten tallovi Cf.:.meup froD the dean Is candle DUtts and

fused itelef in Stephen IS consciousness \1ith the :gingle of the words,

bucket anci lamp and lamp and bucket. The priest's voice, too, had a

the ideas it must express alternately illuminate ana exasperate the

young artist, he is nourished by putting them together over ~nd over

he b~':.ttles durinz 'lis \X'Ji'ISY'3it~Tli-_.ys,and the one constant is, as Harry

Levin ~uts it, that "his conditione a reflexes are literary.- 24

At any rate, Stephen is liVing in the present, feeed from past guilt and

future doubt, to deterro:inehis OVID present.



mOJ"'o'""ev'ce 01 structure in 'The ~ ,-<nc.the'That time is a c.c - ••• •••

1<ur:l is fairly oLvious. The four chapters deal i'lith four d.ays which

f 11 tl..l"·r nor are they chronologically arranfed.do not 0 ow one ana I, '" ,

1 d· (1' tes The first twothe chapter titles are in the form of ca en ar s. •

section~, particularly, cisplay a great many time shifts which

Faulkner attempts to illustrste graphically through use 01 italics

t d ITl'hesecond section, at least,'t!here a. time shift is indica e •
hes time for its major theoe as '.!ell as having an orpmizational manner
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carnival man and Jason's hsrd-embezzled savings. Even this one action

we don It see in full uets.il until the very end of the novel, and it

could scarcely seem significant (rithout the background wLich comprises

the rest of the novel. Only in the very last section Qoes .my action

occur in the present. This is Baster dunday, 1928, when Jason discovers

'o(.uentin'sturnabout of his golden f'leecl!.of his sister Caddy. 'Ihe

other sections are almost entirely memories of the past. 'lhe orientation

of the novel is so completely past that Perrin Lowrey in his essay on

time in The Sound ~ ~ Fur~ speaks of the curious phenomenon of

"suspense in reverse."
26 Since there is no future to look forward

to and the narrative reveals itself only in unconnected recollections

within the minds of the three Compson brothers, the reader becomes the

psychoanalyst, probing the unconscious for past evicence which will

account for a present illness. 'l'hesubject in this case is an entire

ff:Huily,and their disease is old. age helped alone oy decayed and rotten

members.

Carvel Colli~in his essay, ~The Interior ~~noloEues of The Sound~ ---
and ~ :Fury," has developed. a theory along these lines in '.lhichhe puts

forth the view that the novel is structured on one level as the human

personali ty, \'1ith Benjy repr~senting the id, .;.uentin,the ego, ana. Jason,

the super-eg;o of Freudian theory. 27 The suggestion that Faulkner

attacks the novel as a psychologice.l study is a valid one, but there

does not seem to be any benefit in carrying this psychoanalytical approach

much further. Collin's theory points to some interesting considerations

in comparing Benjy with the ia, i. e., that he is pure instinct, that

he is locked up, and that he has his own logic even though it is

inarticulate, all of which are part of the FreuCian concept of the ide

.'Iith ....;;uentinand Jason, 1~. Collin seems to be reaching much too far.
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Jason is certc..inlymore than an inhibitor find censor of the instinct

(Benjy). It is true, as Collin points out, that he does want to con

trol everyone in the t'amily and that he doeo repress those members

of' the family who attract unfavor",ble attention, but this theory doesn't

reolly account for his enormous selt' interest. Jason is not really

interested in the IIpersonalityllor the family as a whole. It is himself

only he is concerned to save from reproach. In fact, Jason is the one

who, according to Faulkner's appendix, vacates the Compson home and

turns it into a boarding house. ~uentin represents, according to

Collin, the ego, wh~job it is to put the mind's processes in temporal

order. Collin seems to take this expression from F'reud and immediately

assign it tremendous significance due to ~uentinls extreme preoccupation

with time. He may be correct in assigning importance to the great

many Freudian symbols, such as stepping on one's shadow as the d.eath

wish, and clock and watches as feminine symbols. Certainly, as he points

out, incest, benjy's castration, and the strange position of Mrs. Compson

with respect to her sons are fruitful F'reudian themes. ';'uentin's

section could perhaps be interpreted as a study in the weak ego, but

it does not add anything to an €§~~ of the novel, and it leaves

out a great deal, to tie it up as three parts of a single personality.

'Ihere is certainly enough in the individual treatments of the Compson

children to indicate a.parental failure with respect to love, the larger

meaning Collin extracts from the novel. He seems to be leaving out a

great deal, including the role of Lilsey ana her family, by confining

his interpretation within such narrow theoretical confines.

Collin also acknowledges Faulkner 's g.reat"debt to Joyce in

showing that a novel can profit from a structural system based on

something outside the novel. Undoubtedly, Faulkner owes quite adept
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the N~cbeth quote is used by Faulkner in the Same way as Joyce's

Ulysses parallels the Oddessy. The title was probably selected with

some unifying force intended, but aside from suggesting a few things

about the characters, the novel does not receive its structure to any

great extent from the passage. For eXEl.lllple,.Benjy may be an idiot,

but his importance in the novel as a moral standard for Caddy does not

justify too close a parallel with the quotation. ~uentin may be a

"v/alking shadow; II Jason may "strutt and fret. II Life may seem at

times, in Faulkner's \'forld,to signify nothing. I do not, however,

think that the novel's final intention is to portray life's meaning

lessness. Faulkner himself has said on many occasions that man will

prevail and endure. 28 In The ~ ~ ~ Fury, Dilsey endures, and

she is most certainly a part of mankind. 'l'heCompson family is decayed

and worn out and they have fallen as the house built upon sand, but it

seems to me F;aulkner is not being nearly as pessimistic as most critics

would have us believe. ~~n will survive ana endure, he is saying;

in one form or another, he will Full himseli out of the worst aegratation

ana hopelessness. 'Ihe pa.st is tremendously important in this respect,

for man cannot truthlully exist in th", present without attempting to

understand the past and incorporate its heritage. Heidegger visualized

man's authentic existence only in terms of a man's choosing to make

the most of his existence. This i:nvolvec incorporating the useful

heritage of the past and projecting his existence into a meaningful

future. The Compson family made it only one step of the way toward

authentic existence. They incorporated the past, but all of them stopped

there. I think Sartre is wrong when he suys that if Faulkner finds an

absurdity in life due to the fact that man has no future, he put it
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there himself. 29 Yes, he aid put it there himself, f~rged it into the

souls of the Compsons and renaerea them unable to look forward. He

didn't, however, purpose this absurdity as man's lot. Dilsey, who

has "seed de beginnin and de end," the duration of which in the case of'

the Compson fo.mily must have been morally defeating, can live in the

present in spite of it all. Dilsey will endure; not the Compsons.

Faulkner's choice of Dilsey as the enauring human being is

not to soy that he finds the Negro race inherently more able or

more deserving to endure than the white. I would agree with Cleanth

Brooks' attccck on the critics who find Faulkner's works full of

, 't" )0prJ.mJ.J.vJ.sm. Instead of the noble savage, Dila~y is simply

more human and less perverted. Brooks believes, and I agree, that

Faulkner also uses children, not as little innocents in themselves,

but as human beings not yet perverted. This is particularly important

in the case of the Compson children who undoubtedly grow up in an

atmosphere full of false pride, false idealism, and humanless values.

A fruitful theme for investigation is the four contrasting concepts

of time presented in the four sections of ~ Sound ~ ~ Fury.

Perrin Lowrey has stated, and rightly so, that the time concepts of

the four characters unite the novel by serving as a bridge betv;een

Faulkner's techniiue of time juxtaposition and the theme of the novel.

He sees time as some kind of a curse on the Compson family, for each

of the attitudes of the three Compson brothers toward time makes it

difficult for him to live in this world. Only Dilsey is able to adjust

successfully, and thereby, to endure where the Compsons :fail. )1

Benjy's concept of time is nonexistent, and yet that is exactly

what makes his monologue effective. It signals a pattern for the

entire novel, for the rest of the Oompson family is actually as mistaken
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about time as is Benjy. He cannot distin[uish past and present in

his mind because he doesn't possess the necessary mental factors; the

rest of the family either deliberately confuse the past and the

present or do so because of a warped outlook. Benjy aoes conceive of

the future in terms of his everlasting hope that the things he loves

(firelibht and Caddy) will return; the others, by their own aWuission,

have no future, or at least no mes.ningful future, if we take into

account that Jason does survive.

Benjy's mind merely records the sensations as they come to him;

the relative chronology is left for the reader to piece together by

means of thematic words ano symbols which implement the rapid shiftings

in time of Benjy IS consch,usness. /..n interesting comparison is that

between Faulkner's use of Benjy and Joyce's of a very young boy to begin

their novels. Young Stephen Dedalus is fascinated with cold as much as

Benjy is with fire. The time shifts which occur in the beginning of

Portrait are similar to those which caUse Benjy's minu to jump back and

forth in time. Like benjy, Stephen listens to family conversations and

makes simple childlike connections. An example is his description of

politics as a family argument (256). As with benjy, who describes his

mother as "lying with sickness on a cloth on her head (42), many of

Stephen's connections and judgements are uncannily accurate. 32

One must recognize throu[h this comparison that Benjy is a man

with the mind of a child, and we must think of'him in this way. 'the

connotation of idiot often tricks the reader into an attitude of

contempt or hopelessness toward Benjy, and, as a result, he misses

the very definite moral for which cenjy stands. (His love and chilcilike

faith in her are able to make Caddy wash out her own mouth with soap (47).)

This parallel must not be csrried too far, for Stephen is a young
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fact that he will grow up, and of the f'[,ctthat he will someday die.

Benjy, though he has many more years of memory to confuse, doesn't

acknoi'lledge them as past nor does he res.l1y visualize a future in more

certain terms than a vague hopefulness for Caddy's return. Even as

a child, Stephen's orientation to time is more realistic than Benjy's,

but the childlike ~ualities of benjy's mind must be emphasized along

with the perversity which accompanies a static mind. In this

connection, the "tale told by an idiot" section of the ~~cbeth

excerpt seems not only inauequate, but misleading.

benjy's memory concerns itself mostly with childhood, the time

before 1910 when Caddy was still at home. As Sartre has pointed out,

the memory follows the heart, and the most meaningful of Benjy's

experiences were when Cadoy was with him. Since then, no one has

taken the trouble to try to reach him, though Gaddy proved he certainly

had emotions to be reached. So, in his inability to accept the fact

that she is gone, he lingers in the past and wails when something

outside (like the FoHers yelling for daddies or the girls outside

the gate) reminds him of it.
Quentin remembers mostly the time around 1910. Because his heart

is with Caddy and his notion of Compson honor, the memories of Caddy's

dishonorable marriage occupy and haunt his mind. A.s Lowrey points out,

where 6enjy doesn't make any connections, ~uentin makes too many. In

his passion to go back to the past, when Caddy and Compson honor were

still intact, he wishes only to obliterate time, or that which makes

a return to the past impossible. He is aided in his unbalance by his

father's preachings on the subject of time. His father told him that

time was man's misforture and that he must learn to forget it. From

the moment he awakens on the morning of June 2, 1910, realizing by
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devotes his energy to trying not merely to forget but to escape time

completely.

~uentin's section is chronologically quite difficult to follow.

The thoughts which trigger his memory are more deeply obscured and more

complicated than those concrete images which caUse Benjy's memory to

shift. Faulkner indicates a time shift with italics, but it is often

difficult to discover the significance of where in time his mind has

jumped until one realizes that the flashback5form a pattern. They all

go back to the time around Caddy's wedding.,,;uentin relives conversations

with Caddy and with his father and his fight with Dalton Ames, one

of Caddy's suitors who becomes for '..:.uentina symbol of her dishonor.

A most interesting r~wakened interview is that with Herbert, the man

Caddy is to marry. There is no punctuation in this section at all,

and the technical effect is to reduce Herbert to the value of a run-on

sentence: any half-way intelligent person knows better than to use it.
Conceit, piety, fake humility, and just plain commonness oOZe from his

every word.~uentin cannot bear the thought that Daddy shoula have

to marry such a man.

Preoccupied with the past and the fact that he hadn't been able

to do anything then (he was ineffective fi[;.htinE..Dalton Ames, he

couldn't go through with the suicide pact he made with Caddy, he failed

in his attempt to convince his father that he had committed incest

with Caddy~ and knowing that he is powerless now because he cannot

unwind time,.,l.uentin wanders, intending, if he cannot successfully escape

time and live, to die by his own hand. He deliberately breaks his

watch, but it ticks on; he goes to the jevlelers, not to have it fixed,

but to be reassured that the many and contradictory cdocks in the A
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are wrong. (Coula it be that if time is false he still has a chan~e

to escape without committing suicide~) All day he sees the sun and the

shadows. It seems ironical that he is ahw.ys trying to ocliterate his

own shadow. This seems to be a death wish, but aoes he really wish

death for himself? Or is he stamping on shadows, the manifestation of

the passage of tirw.e,signifying that he wishes time dead. He seems to

be seeking a situation in which time could die and he could live,

for if time were dead, he would not need to kill himself. He seems

unwilling to believe that this is not possible.

That June morning Quentin hears a clock chime.reminding him that

there is always time. So he buys some flat-irons, wraps them up like

a pair of shoes, vlritea some appropriate notes, and wanders seeking an

eScape for himself. The little girl who follows him obviously corresponds

to Caddy, and he doesn't even seem too displeased when he is hauled in,

accused of stealing her.l~hen he is charged with premedi tatea assault,

he laughs hysterically. He does not r~ally try to defend himself,

ana he himself does not take much part in the protestations of innocence

his friends put forwarc in his behalf. Nor does he reply to their

questions and chastisements with anything but the horrible laugh.

Perhaps he is thinking that if this girl were Caddy, the fact that he'd

been accused. of assaul t, the very thinE: he had wanted his father to

believe about Caddy and him, was funny. And perhaps he doesn't resist

arrest or aid in justifying himself cecause he vaguely realizes that

in jail he cannot drown himself. We c"nnot be absolutely sure of

~uentin's intentions.

Une thinE. which '-I.uentinIS father said to him sheds light on this

problem. Luring his last hour ~uentin's mind travels very ~uickly,

but, as usual, it travels backward to doom rather than forward to a



rational evaluation of his father's words: (.•.uentin is the "i" in

this passage; his father, the "he.n)

•••and he we must just stay awake and see evil done for
a little while its not always and it Qoesn't have to be

even that long for a man of courage •••you wanted to sub

limate a piece of natural human folly into a horror and
then exorcise it with truth and i it waS to isolate her
out of the loud world so that it would have to flee us

of necessity and then the sound of it would be as though
it had never been •••and he and now this other you are not

lying now either but you are still blind to what is in

yourself to that part of general truth the sequence of natural
events and their causes which shadows every man's brow

even benjy's •••you cannot bear to think that someday

it will no longer hurt you like this now were getting
at it you seem to regard it merely as an experience that
will whiten your hair overnight so to speak without

altering your appearance at all ••• (150-1,1).

~uentin cannot bear the thought that the hurt may cease. Camus

described this dilemma, spea.king about modern literature, when he said,

"It appears that great minds are sometimes less horrifiea by suffering

than by the fact that it does not endure. In default of inexhaustible

happiness, eternal suffering would at least give us a destiny •••• One

morning, after many dark nights 01' despair, an irrepressible longing

to live will announce to us the fact that all is finished and that

suffering has no more meaning than happiness." 55 '-.;uentinf'eels the

pOvler of despa.ir abbing and it is that irrepressible longing to live

which he fears above all, f'or he has formeCi not a pattern to live by,

but one to die by. He does not want to visualize a future in which

time will heal the wounds: the one thing he has in life is his suf-

fering, and though he cannot endure this, to live without it is to

fa ce pur e nothingnes s• The Compeon fami ly has g~iven him its hono r to

protect ana be proud oi, but the honor, dignity, and the worth of the

Compson family were never demonstrated to Q.uentin except as they existed

in the psst and its tradition. <l.uentin,an oversensitive young man,
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had a drunken father ana a mother on whom he could never call (77).

Like Stephen Dedalus, he found himself alienated from his parents,

his mother in particular. He had grown up knowing only how to

love his sister, and he didn't have the toughness to endure without

even this love which he had so perverted.

Jason's concept of time is as destructive to a successful life

adjustment as is ~uentin's, and though he is surely less eccentric,

Feullener presents J5.son as much less admirable. Jason does manage to

adjust himself to a kind of living, yet Faulkner implies that while

i..{.uentin,if not actually a tragic hero, has suffered enormously ami

has suffered for someone else, Jason characteristically looks after

Number One only. He doesn't \'/a.ntto escape time; time is money for

him. Time makes all the difference in the stock market; the passing

months mean one more ch~ck from Ca.ddy to add to his hoard •• /hen he

works, the icea is to do just as little as pOSSible, just put in timej

when someone else works, ole Job, for example, the idea is to get

maximum work per minute out of the old man. Earl, Jason's boss, had

a habit of checking his watch against the courthouse clockj Jason's

typical comment to him was, ·'You ought to have a dollar watch •••• It
~

won't cost you so much to believe it's lying each time' (175)."

When J~son spends a whole nickel to have a Negro fetch his car, the reaction

to his return is "After about a week he got back with it (157)."

Jason just naturally assumes that the whole world is down on him,

so instead of waiting for them to push him under, he lashes out in his

own defense. His dealings in the stoc~~narket are typical. If the

market is down, it's anyone's fault but his own. After all, you Id think

lie. company as big and rich as the Western Union would get a market report

out on time (165). n Even Dilsey is Q01;m on nim, he thinks. \1hen he
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rushes home late ana has to hurry his dinner, Lilsey asks if he
(;#''''~''''-''---

might be ill from rapid eating. His ~namous)reply is a merellbetter
""""'-. __ ld~·

luck ntxt time (160)." And, of course, the whole city of NewYork

is conspiring to rob him, and he has nothing against Jews as individuals;

the whole race cheats him.

Jason haan' t stopped. to realize that had he not "'lasted his "'/hole

a.ay "lasting time, he'd have gotten to the stock market on time and

needn't have bolteo his dinner. His section ends as it began with the

comment that Quentin, like her mother, is a bitch, and with an excuse

for the wasted circle at his day; "And just let me hsve tvlenty-four

hours without any damn New York Jew to advise me••• (187(." But Jason's

tomorrow v/ill not see more accor.1plishment; maybe he invented the vicious

circle, for it seems to be his \'lay of life. Une final example of what

Jason would call his luck, but which is just another manifestation of

his faulty time orientation, occurs when he spots ~uentin and her

friend in an alley, but doesn't see any more of the man than his red tie.

"••• 1 didn't notice at the time who he \.•a8 bEcause I was looking at

the watch." 'I'rue bully that he is, Jason sees only red.

Jeson isn't cy any means irnmune to the feelings of family pride

\vhich haunted his older brother, but his concern takes a ':~uite dif-

ferent form. He has never ceased to hold a grudge because of a Lank

job promised him by Caddy's husband, thouEh from the picture we get of

Herbert from ""uentin, it seems doubtful th8.t such a man would ever go

out of his ""ay to be h6lpi'ul. Jason's fre:luent bitter comment is "I

didn't have to go to Harvard to learn ths.t. II Though uespising and

Gisapproving of both his siblings ana full of self'-righteous pric.e

in himself, Hason has n6ver forgotten to be jealous of Caddy and."uentin.

In his o\'m opinion this lam.ily has put a burden upon him. After all,
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.•..-.
with such a reputation as the compso~had7he dare not walk outside

without a hat for fear someone will think him crazy. "All the time

I could see them watching me like a hEn'Tk,waiting for a chance to say

Hell 11m not suprised I exrected it all the time the whole fs.J1:ily's

crazy (167)." 'Ihis is merely another illustration 01 Jason's wasting

time techniques. He worries const&tl'tlythat the Cor.lpsonn:.putc:tion,

Hithout which .~uentin could not even live, '.-.rillalienate him from that

yery society which the Compsons always sought to alienate. His present

is a constant and losing b"cttle because he chooses not to forget the

past, for his picky little mind always goes back for excuses, but to

ignore its implications for his own life. Like ~uentin and Benjy, he

makes an unsatisfactory adjustment, but Faulkner presents his solution

as even less admirable. Jason has never grown up to his present and

future because he has never acceptea any 01 his own past, except for

a weak and crying mother (he doesn't seem to respect her Gxtra-

ordinarily either) as a foundation upon which to build. ~ith his whore

in Memphis, he is really no better than Oaddy. He has never even

approached an adjustment to his ovm inui viCiUE.lexistence;.~uentin and

even ~enjy at least know they exist, though neither is able to accomouate

the past and adjust to the future. Benjy can always moan and hope Caddy

will return someday. All Jason wants is to hoard money for I,hich he

has no specific plans and to visit his whore with whom he desires no

future arrangements. He, perhaps more than the other t\iO, could make

a safe time adjustment and excape the family '"curse," but he prefers

to think the family curse is alcohol and insanity and avoids them like

the plague. Jason is probably sicker than them all, even though he

is "the first sane Compson since before Culloden ••• (1,)."

If the Compson curse is a faulty adjustment to time, Dilsey
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represents the successful adjustment "lhich might have prevented ~uentin' s
r'''"''~ _

(~iaste~ and Jason's wasted life. Unlike the Compson brothers, Dilsey

manipulates time rather than lettin~ it r'ule her. Even the erring

clock which strikes five times at eight o'clock doesn't throw her

off the track (193). The description of Lilsey (187-188) is particularly

effective in setting her up as a contrast with the Compson~nd their

unsuccessful adjustments to time. An "indomitable skeleton,lI a "ruin,"

a "lancim.ark,"she suggests a survivor of time. tie are all the more

amazed at what she accomplishes because she is ola enough to have

stopped struggling. Her age and decrepitude serve to lessen any

sympathy we might have had for the ailing widow Compson, who, though she

seems young and able in contrast, orders Dilsey around as if she were

a young servant girl.

It is essential to recoLnize that Lilsey is not Faulkner's ideal.

'1'he jud,:ement which he presents in her favor is not primarily a moral

one. The most significant aspect of Dilsey's character is simply

her capacity to endure, and this capacity is not inherent in the

simple, the uneducated, or the Negro. 35 It depends upon the decision

of the indi viciua1. '1'0 11ve DUsey Is life of hard work and fundamentalist

religion is no answer for ~uentin or Jason: the point is that it is

an anS\'lerf'or Dilsey whereas the Compsons, who chase or avoid but never

accept time, have no answers at all.

Faulkner, like Joyce>has concluded by reconciling time. Neither
\. ",Y"'·"'·~"e", .•..,.•~:.•••·"""" .., .•,,,,,.,;.

(~~rposes)the thesis that a realistic time adjustment automatically
".' •....••... ,"".,.~.'~.'.,~•.,"'..,.~

solves man's problems. ~ Sound and the Fury concludes on anything~

but an optin:.isticnote; the reader hears the pitiful, frightening echo

of Benjy's roar long after he has put down the book. Nor does the

reader for a moment imaFine Stephen .uedalus settling comfortably back.
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in his easy chair enjoying his adjustment. ~d yet, a time adjust-

ment does seem to promise that a man will endure as a man and not as

a thing, perhaps because self-knowledge, decision, and responsibility

seem to play the determing roles in the successful time adjustment.

These are the factors which when taken on vlillingly differ'entiate

between man and thing.

'Ihe technical similarities between Joyce's and Faulkner's novel

include an exuberant and creative attempt to free the English language

from *tatic connotations and lifeless generalities. Here Joyce is

obviously the innovator and the most successful. Faulkner's liberties

~
with the language are apparAntly much greater in The Sound ~ the Fury

than are Joyce Is in Portrait, and yet it is mer<~ly pun ctua.tion, phrasing,

and syntax with which Faulkner tampers. The results are sometimes

superfluous and even flowery. For exuup1e, once Lilsey cr~es and

"tvJO tears slid down her cheeks, in and out of the myriad coruscations

of immolation and abnegation and time (207)." '1'hiskind of language

sounds like a lot of hot air when dealing with a character like J.Jilsey.

Sometimes Faulkner's enaless sentences and violent wrenchings of' syntax

are able to pull together associations which could not otherwise be

expressed so effectively. Often language is used to synthesize time,

that is an unconventional sentence structure is often responsible

for bringing together and explaining several past allusions. Joyce,

actually creates ne\i words. \'ihenhe takes liberties vii th normal sentence

structurjl the result is not complicating, but simplifying.

for the poetic quality of the language.

He strives
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Conclusion

Heideg;ger aescribed man as thrown into the miast of time and

then required to choose his own manner of' b.c.justmentto it anc. its

inevitable direction towards death. It seems to me th&t making an

adjustment to time involves finding one's place in this -world. Joyce's

Portrait reveals the search for purpose of a sensitive, intellectual

individual who is constantly oriented toward an unknown but, he feels,

significant future. When Stephen discovers he must leave Ireland and

J dedicate his life to artistic expression, he becomes oriented to present

time. The reader can fo11o\"/this sea.rch throu[h Joyce's crea.tion of

Stephen's consciousness.

Faulkner's characters ,~ The Soupu ~the Fury, with the exception

of Dilsey, are not successful in making this time adjustment. I have

sho\1n how time is involved in each of the Compson brothe~' failure to

make a satisfactory life adjus~aent, and how it seems to be Disley's

successful adjustment to time which permits her to endure.

Both these novels are considered stream of consciousness novels,

but the reader must be careful not to attempt to determine merit in

terms of technique only. Consciousness as artistically reproduced is

never consciousness itself, but one man's observation and creation.

Benjy's monologue is not the consciousness of an idiot, nor does

~uentin's actually originate at the moment of' death. both are

Faulkner's tools and are so designed that a specific part of an

entire theme be unveiled before the reacier. Faulkner controls the

unfoldinl:'.of his story through memories which distort chronological time.

Joyce, c(f" the other hana, strives for an immeciiacy which itaelf weds

form and content in that the novel purports to unfold not a story but

a.human life. 'lhe worc.s Joyce runs together, the time which he skips,
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reader. because Stephen considers the past ana the future influential on

the present, ana because Joyce's style reflects Stephen~s time orientation,

the novel is organic in form.

Faulkner's novel is still conventional enough to tell a story.

'Ume, as theme and as a device of structure, is dynamically illustrated

as a problem for the twentieth century me.n. Eut time never frees itself

from plot in the conventional sense enough to add the time dimension

to the characters. As Sartre observeo, these characters have no

future. They also have very little present, ana the reader comes to know

only the thiro. aspect, their m.emories. Therefore, in the case of '1'he

~ ana the Fury, the monologues tend to operate as mere devices,

that is, they are engineered to accomoaate plot as well as createa to

deepen fharacter. The emphasis seems to be on the former, as the plot

is so essential to the novel.

The Sound and ~ Fury presents a real technical problem to the

reader. A successful first reading demands an extremely alert and

sensitive reader, one who is able to absorb and to categorize in his

mind the references and cross references, and one who is willing to

proceed slowly enough to reco£~nize not only Faulkner's many obscured

meanings, but to associate the references which went before to make

each episode a part of the to1tal pattern. Since The Souna and the Fury

is essentially a plotted novel (there is a story beyond reve~ling the

consciousness of the various characters), the problem of a second reading

arises. ~ihile Portrait is undoubtedly obscure at first reading, sub

sequent reauings serve only to deepen its meaning as the reader grasps

and associates more and more elements of Joyce's very tightly organized

thoughts. \"/ith 'Ihe Sounci.and the Fury, however, there is a :,[uestionof
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how much the reader can le~itimately associate at second reaCting.

'J'heoutcome of the plot explains a great deal of obs cU.re material in

the first two sections, which, ideally, should be gleened only as the

reader progresses in the novel the first time.

!Portrait of the Artist, though less technically shocking, is

actually more revolutionary, for Joyce has no "plotll other than the

gradeci disclosing of a.human mind.. Both novels have a time and a space;

~ Sound ~ the Fury has also an action, though it be in the p2St.

In Joyce's Portrait, action implies merely the movement in time of a

human being. The Sound ~ ~ F'ury, thoui~h brilliantly engineered, is

too engineered. I \londer if the sporadic use of italics is not merely

a feeble attempt to guide the reader back to conventionality. It seems

Faulkner has sown fruitful seeds upon falloYl ground by subordinating a

penetrating monologue like~uentinls to the function of revealing

part of a plot.
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Footnotes

lGeorges Poulet, Studies in Human'lime, tr • .i::.Hiott Coleman, l:.al'per
'lorchbook .l:.uition (New York, 195~J:P. 15.

2Ibid., p. 10•

.3Ibid., p. H.

4Ibid., p. 24.

5William Wordsworth,"Preface to Th~ Lyrical Ballads:

6'I'homas De ioJ,uincey, Conf'essions of ~ Bnflish Opium li.ater.

7Percy bysshe Shelley, "Mutability," 1821.

8An amusing chapter title in Thomas NannIs 'I'he Ivle.[licIVlountain, a novel
which delves deeply into the idea of time, is "Soup-Everlasting."
After Hans Castorp is ordered to oed for three weeks, hann observes

th::"t the next three weeks in Hans I history will not take as lon[' to
recount as had the first three weeks on the mountain. 'There is not
much to take up fictional time. Hans himself mea.sures the time by
the arrival of the midday soup, anc while the soup uays seem ever
lasting, the memory (and hence the retelling) ot' them occupietl nei.t to
no time compared vii th the busy ini tit,-l weeks which seemec 'to pass so
quickly for Hans, but which re:.uire a large percentage of a long
novel to r'etell.

9William James, Principles
stream of Consciousness:
1955), p:- 75.

of Psychology, quoteu from l'vielvin Friedmann,! Study in Literary Method, (New Haven,

lOMelvin Friedmani, Stream of Consciousness: ! Study in
(New Haven, 1955), pp. 8.3-106. (My general conception of
ciuration and oi' Freud IS theory
Friedman,· s discussions.)

llThomas rt18.nn,The Magic llilountain, tr. H. 1'. Lowe-Porter, (J::ewYork,
199.3), p. 65. ---

l2Je must not forget this i~ea in connection with literature because,
hS long: as a literary work is a representation rather than a presentation,
it is still art not reality, no matter hoy/ "realistic.1I \'Ie would do
well to recognize th~t even the most convincing; stream of conscious-
ness passage in literature is not the i,enuine recording of the mind
or a human being, but a labrication of the author, and hence, art,
not reality itself.

l.3His breakaovm oi' art into two categories, time ana space, is analogous
to the breakdown of the mind into intuition and intellii,ence viith
the :fOTmergoverning, musical and the latter, literary, expression.
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14perhaps this is a good place to clear up the m.eanints of stream of

consciousness and interior monologue. I like hobert Humphrey's cief'
inition of the former: "•••we may define stresm-oi-consciousness

fiction as a type of ~iction in which the besic efJ.phasisis placed

on exploration of the prespeech levels of consciousness for the purpose,

primarily of revealing the psychic being of the characters. 11

l,~. Humphrey's distinction Letween interior monolo~ue snd stream of

cousciousness, though not a g,ener811y agreed upon uistinction, is

usei~u1. Stream of consciousness refers to a type of fiction rather than

to any. ~me pecrticular tccchniiue. 0bviously, uifferent stree,lliof
consciousness writers have used different techniques. Intel'ior

monolo[ue describes a literary techni~ue which, in l'lr.Humphrey's

wores is "used in fiction £01' representiu[ the psychic content

and. processes of chs,racter, partly or entirely unuttered, just as

these processes exist at various levels of conscious control before

they are formulated for deliberate speech." He a.istinguishes oetween

the direct and indirect interior monologue in tenus oi' the extent

to which the I'l.uthoris pre",en·::,in the f'8.ti:.>ag,0. In the dirE;c-c'

int.;rior monolOGue, the author disappears as completely as possible, while

in the indirect interior monologue, the monologue has an omniscent

author present the ma.terial, and he is free to interpret end comment

upon the material. The significance of the distinction between

stream of consciousness and interior monologue is, of course, that
many authors whom we would not cl~ssify with the stream of conscious-

ness writers, have used interior monologue. The techni.:J.uedoes not

specify that the monologue have anything to do with the pre-speech
levels of consciousness.

l51ecvid E. Hobert;:;,E.xistentiaLsm and Relirious Lelief, Third Galaxy
Edition (New York, 1959), pp. 149:rb4.

16;'01'further information about Helideuer Is concept of guilt, see Roberts

(above), Chapter IV.

17Albert Einstein,;uoted in Lincoln .Garrett, The Universe and J.Jr.Einstein

(Ne'l-lYork, 194B),'p. 47. - --

lBEcrt.hl;rtime ha;; no significa.nce whatsoever on l"ercury, ior eXE:.mple,

,,;hich cLcumna viga tes the sun once every eighty-eight days, making; a

"year" only eighy-eight days in contrast to the earth's three hunc.red

ana sixty-fi ve Clayyear. And l-iercuryonly rotates on its axis once

during this "year; II its o.5.ywoulci.then be elual to its year.

19Hans Meyerhoff, Time in Literature, tirst Paper bound E.aition (Berkeley-, /'and Los angeles, 1960), p. 05.

20Page references for ~ Portrait ££ ~ Artist come from ~ Portable James

Joyce, ed. Harry Levin (New York, 1961).

21A parenthet':'c;:dCOl'lilllentto the efftoct th::;t he seemed to remember

it W8.S a Jesuit fatherj remincis us again of the i'alliDility of the
preacher.
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22Ha~ry Levin, James Joyce: ! Critical Introduction (Norfolk, Conn.:
1941;, p. ;4.

24Ibid., p. 50.

25Perrin Lowrey, IIConcepts of 'lime in '1'he~ and the l"ury,1/in

En,dish Institute Essays, 1952, ed. Alan G. Downer (New York: 1954),
p. 63.

26Ibid• , p. 61.

27Carvel Collin, liThe Interior Monologues of 1'he Sound and the Fury,"

in EnFlish Institute ~ssays, 1952, ed. Alan C. Lowner,(New York:
1954), pp. 29-56.

28VJilliam Faulkner, Address to ~ Youn!':of Japan, 1955, and Nobel
Prize Address, 1949.

29Jean Paul Sartre, "On The 80und Gnd the ~ury: Time in the ilorks

of Faulkner," in Literary Essays (New York: 1957), p. 85.

,0Cleanth Brooks, "Primi tivism in 'I'heSound and the Fury," in

English Institute Essays, 1952, ed. Alan C. Lowner (New York:
1954), pp. 5-28.

31Q£. Oit., Lowrey, p. 57.

,2Page references for '1'h6Sound ~ ~ Fury come i'rom the Signi t
Edition (New York: 1959).

33Albert Camus, The Rebel, Vintage Edition (New York: 1956), p. 261.

34Cleanth Lrooks (see note 30) has suggested that Quentin duplicates

the ailbiguities of Hamlet. He finds T. S. i!.liot'ssugg,estion that

the key lies in the relationship to the moth~r very helpful also
with respect touentin. Stephen Dedalus feels alienated from

his mother; at the same time, he feels guilty because he cannot

please her. An investigation of the mother-son rela.tiohship

in these three cases would undoubtedly prove interesting.
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